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Solihull. – January 13, 2004 – Tecnomatix Technologies Ltd has renewed its partnership agreement with
RealityWave Inc allowing it to continue the use of the VizStream® Enterprise Platform for the Tecnomatix
eBOP Process Manager – a key element of the company’s eMPower™ family of products for Manufacturing
Process Management.

eMPower solutions address “how” a product has to be manufactured and provides the link between
product design systems that address “what” has to be manufactured, and shop-floor execution systems
that address “when and where”. Part of this solution is the eBOP Process Manager, which provides
quick and easy access to electronic Bills of Processes (eBOP) and other manufacturing information stored
in the Web-based eMServer.

“Using VizStream, the eBOP Process Manager makes it easy to search, navigate and view eBOPs in real
time and at different levels of detail, from a bird´s-eye view to detailed 3D information of
manufacturing facilities and products,” said Alex Shapira, Tecnomatix Shop Floor Division vice
president and general manager Unit. “Incorporating VizStream’s real-time, dynamic streaming allows
users to interact with and exchange 3D manufacturing information over the Web, even over low-bandwidth
networks.”

Commenting on the agreement, Aaron Freedman, vice president of Product and Business Development for
RealityWave said: “We recognised two years ago that Tecnomatix solutions were leading the pack when it
came to an effective, bottom-line impact approach to using Internet technology, and that still rings true
today.” We developed the Internet-architected VizStream platform to power interactive 3D throughout
the extended enterprise. Tecnomatix eMPower, with VizStream, is a terrific example of a company combining
Internet technology and know-how to enhance user value.”
About Tecnomatix Technologies
Tecnomatix Technologies Ltd. is the driving force in Manufacturing Process Management (MPM). Today’s
leading global manufacturers are adopting MPM solutions to expand revenue potential and reduce costs by
accelerating product introductions, shortening time to volume, and optimizing production execution.
eMPower enables our customers to succeed with its collaborative, open platform and applications for
defining, simulating, managing, and executing manufacturing processes across the extended enterprise. For
more information, please visit www.tecnomatix.com.

About RealityWave Inc.
RealityWave develops the leading Internet-architected platform powering Industrial Data Collaboration.
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The VizStream Platform enables the access, visualization, and integration of industrial data, including
complex 3D models, for Web-based collaboration and communication applications. RealityWave’s technology
and products empower companies worldwide, including Autodesk, Bentley Systems, Centric Software, Hitachi
Zosen, IntraTECH, Lexent, Menasha, SiteScape, SolidWorks, SRAC, TDCI, Tecnomatix Technologies, and
Worrell Design, to develop next-generation Web-based Industrial Data Collaboration tools and services.
For more information, visit the RealityWave web site at www.realitywave.com, or call (617) 864-5010.
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